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Welcome!
• Who I am
• What I believe
• Why you are here
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Who I am
• Co-creator and host of The Yoga Summit
• Sivananda Yoga & Meditation Teacher
• Energy worker & teacher
• Entrepreneur / Solo-preneur
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Who I am, really?

A person on a spiritual journey of
healing and transformation, who
wants to sharing all that I’ve learned
about creating a spiritual life (&
business) with YOU!
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What I believe
• Life is a spiritual journey
• There is a Higher Power behind the scenes
• This Higher Power wants what’s best for us
• We co-create our lives with this Higher Power
• You can do / be / create anything you want!!
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Why are you here?

To learn to make miracles!!
Anything else?
Think about what attracted you to this
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Are you ready?!
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Miracle
A surprising event that is not explicable
and is therefore considered to be the
work of divine agency
A highly improbable or extraordinary
event that brings welcome consequences
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Is it possible to make miracles?
• Can create the conditions for miracles…
– To be open to them
– To help them come into our lives faster
– To accept them
– To see them
– To appreciate them

**As we give to the Universe, so the
Universe gives to us**
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What can we do?
• Get ourselves to a place where we believe in
and expect miracles ALL THE TIME
• Miracles follow & chase us
• All of our dreams can come true

Are YOU ready?
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The Process
The Work:
1. Pre-work (3-steps)
2. Daily Work (3-things)
3. Weekly work (1-thing)
The Commitment:
• All the pre-work
• One month of practice
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Pre-Work Step 1: Getting Clear
What do you want your life to look
& feel like?
Be specific:
• When do you want to wake up?
• How much money?
• How many hours a week for work vs. leisure vs. spiritual
practice vs. family & friends?
• Time for fun, play, & activities?
• Where do you want to live?
– Hot/cold? City/ suburb/nature?
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Step 1 Meditation: Getting Clear
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What do you want?
Writing Exercise 1:
If you had a magic miracle wand and could get or
change anything you wanted in your life today, what
would you ask for?
- Do not stop yourself with questions of how.
- If you do not know, write: To know what I want.
- Write your answer to this question now for 5 minutes.

- Finish later.
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Pre-work Step 2: Setting Direction
GOAL
An end towards which effort is directed
• Goals are different than miracles.
• Why? We can work towards goals
• Working towards goals (even small ones) builds
self-esteem and confidence
• Self esteem & confidence are key for making
miracles (more on this later)!
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What are your goals?
Writing Exercise 2:
• Write down 1-3 goals for the next 3-6 months
• Write a few (1-3) actions you can take towards them
– Ex: I want to leave my job but need more savings first à Skip
getting my nails done and put that money into savings
– Ex: Want more clients à can email 3 leads a day / create a
group course for clients who can’t afford privates /
– Ex: I want to start my own business à Can make 1 flier /
make 1 phone call per day / get quotes for a website

• Can’t do this now (not enough time), but do this on
your own
16
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Pre-work Step 3: Clearing the negative
Fear
An unpleasant emotion caused by the belief that
something is dangerous, likely to cause pain, or
a threat

• #1 enemy!
• Weed, Up-root & Clear all the Fears
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Step 3: What are you afraid of?
Write the answers to these two questions:
1. What are you afraid of if your miracles do not come
true?
–

i.e. losing my home/ losing my job/ being alone/ never having
children

2. If your miracles DO come true, what are your fears?
3. Write your answers to these now for 5 minutes
4. Finish later
18
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Next Steps
• Questions or reflections on what came up for
you in the pre-work writing?
• Please continue pre-work on your own
• Take your time
– No rush- give yourself at least a few hours

• Be thorough
• Be fearless!
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The Process
Commitment: an engagement or obligation
that restricts freedom of action
•
•
•
•

3 things daily & 1 thing weekly
Commit to this for at least 1 month
Between 10-30 minutes per day
Whole-heartedly!
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Weekly Assignment
1. Choose a Creative Outlet & do it every week!!

Painting
Drawing
Dancing
Singing
Ceramics
Photography
Flower arranging
Furniture painting
Cooking
Whatever you enjoy, do it!! Find your passion. If you
don’t have one, try new things until you do. Find a way
to play and be in joy every week!

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Daily Assignments
1. Take one action towards 1 of the goals listed
– Keep it small and simple!
– Do it every day
•

i.e. 1 email a day/ 1 outreach per day / 1 affirmation a
day / save $1 a day /

2. Meditate & pray every day
–
–

Sit with yourself, even if it’s only for 5 min.
Ask the Universe for Help & say Thank you for what you
have

3. **Daily “Gratitude” List** This is key!!!**
22
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The “Gratitude” list
A Daily “Gratitude” List that is NOT a
regular gratitude list.
Sounds like no big deal.
But it’s a BIG deal!
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Write at the top of the page:
Today I am grateful for

• Write what you are least grateful for that day
–
–
–
–
–
–

Events
Feelings
Perceptions
Relationships
Circumstances
Everything you do not like about your life, about
yourself, about your friends or family.
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Daily “Gratitude” list
How
1. Get it ALL out
– Resentments
– Fears
– Doubt
– Anger
– Pain
– Frustration
– Confusion
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Daily “Gratitude” list
How
1. Decide if you are going to do this alone or with a
friend
–

I do this with a friend

2. Decide what medium you will use (email/ phone
notes/ dedicated journal)
–

We use email and it’s nice to have that backlog

3. Try to write at least 10 things, but it can be more
–

I’ve had up to 30

4. Let your list turn from “fake” gratitude to real
gratitude if you feel you’ve gotten all the “ick” out
26
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Daily “Gratitude” list
When
1. Early in the morning (within first 30 minutes to 1
hour of waking up)
2. At night, just before bed
3. Whenever during the day you feel overwhelmed,
angry, upset, or like you just need to get it all out
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Daily “Gratitude” list
My Personal Order
1. Write my list (sometimes)
2. Pray & meditate
3. Take at least one action towards my goal
sometime in the day
4. Write my list again if fear/ stuff/ doubt/
negativity is coming up
5. Night-time: Pray & meditate
6. Write my list again right before bed
28
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Why this works
• Total Freedom à be as frustrated/ angry/ sad/
whatever as you want and need!!!
• No more shaming, blaming & guilt-ing yourself
• Stop hiding the shadows
• Shadows have unconscious power to keep us doing the
same things over and over
• When we deny ourselves, we stay stuck
• To clear the ego/ negativity/ darkness we need to
expose it to the light à that’s what this process does
– That’s part of why doing it with a friend is so powerful!!
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Daily “Gratitude” list
“We say we are grateful, even when we aren’t,
isn’t that dishonest?”
• Not really. We can practice being grateful and not liking
something at the same time.
• We don’t’ say these things are “wrong” because that
would mean our Higher Power is wrong
• We say we are grateful, but we don’t have to like it!
• Our goal is to discover who we really are and let that be
okay
30
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Do
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always begin with what you are least grateful for
Be honest
Repeat yourself as many times as necessary
Write the list as many times a day as you need
Let yourself cry if needed (I cry almost daily)
Detach from what you’ve written afterwards &
give it to your Higher Power
–

Why I pray and meditate before and/ or after
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Do
• Let yourself feel pain
• Let yourself be uncomfortable
• Let it all beà whatever comes out!
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Don’t
• Resist what you’re feeling
• Judge what comes up (for yourself or your friend)
• Justify or rationalize
• Try to fix the things on your list
– Stay focused on just doing the exercise, taking one action
towards goal, and your weekly creative outlet!
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Don’t
• Intellectualize
• Try to “figure out” how these feelings are blessings
or miracles. These are not the miracles, these are the
things that get in the way!
• Look for “silver linings.”
• Stop!! That is BS!!!
34
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Important guidelines with a friend
• No judgment!
• No cross talk à do not bring up anything in
your friends list unless they do
• Do not react or respond to anything written
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Daily “Gratitude” list
What happens
1. Self- awareness
2. Self- acceptance
3. Lessening of self – judgment
à see the darkest parts & they really aren’t that bad

4.
5.
6.
7.

Gradual self-love
Freedom
Healing
Miracles!!!!!
36
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The Miracles
Since I started this, I have received:
1. A better relationship with myself
–

self-acceptance, self-love, a sense that I am okay

2. Clarity on a 2-year relationship where I was always
confused
3. The exact amount of money that I asked for
4. A furnished apartment (which I needed because I had
no furniture!)
5. Ballroom dancing! A creative outlet that I love!!
6. Greater self-confidence (in large part from the
dancing)!
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Daily “Gratitude” list
Write your first list now!!

38
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Daily “Gratitude” list
How does it feel?
Any questions?
(you don’t need to say specifically, can ask
broadly. I know this is a vulnerable practice.)
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Now, practice!
Thank you!
I love you!
Reach out any time!
40
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